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Beef Encounter
Jon Snow and Kate Garraway
An examination of the government inquiry set up to probe the BSE scandal.

Jon Snow : 75 young people dead more dying in hospital their brains turned to sponge. 177,000 cows dead of BSE,millions more are slaughtered.

[Why are slaughtered cows a problem? It happens everyday to make meat products. Compare 75 deaths,with deaths from road accidents,drownings,or the 56,000 people thought to be killed by medical accidents each year reported my Mark Porter (see porter5.html@nbci) -LB]

Successive government ministers tried to reassure us that British beef was safe to eat,finally they had to admit it,there is a link between eating beef products and dying of an incurable brain disease.

Stephen Dorrell : ..which relates to the ten cases of CJD which have been identified in people aged under 42.

The financial cost so far more than 4 billion pounds.The human cost far greater.The current worst case scenario,136,000 dead,making this the greatest public health disaster of modern times.
Good Evening.So how did this all happen.the present government set up an inquiry,under Lord Phillips which has just been completed.It's taken 3 years,they saw 300 witnesses,took 1000 statements,and read 3000 files of government documents,in a single hour,we can't cover everything they did,but can isolate what we judge to be the key issue.

Kate Garraway : Throughout politicians said they took their cue from the scientists,but the evidence you'll see tonight shows that at crucial moments,the opposite happened,the science was pressured and manipulated by the civil service,the government and by the meat industry,so the public  could be reassured that British beef was safe.

Jon Snow :  And on the basis of that advice,millions continued to eat it,tonight we trace exactly how that advice was formed.All the witnesses you will see giving evidence will be played by actors,but the evidence will be in the witnesses own words.

[Note now for the record that Jon Snow thinks that evidence is required to be given by the people in the decision making process to account for their actions to find them wanting,and how later he takes exception to scientists and government ministers requiring evidence -LB]

As well as Lord Phillips there were several other members of his inquiry team,for clarity's sake,they will all be played by one actor.The BSE story starts in 1985,cows start dying of an an unknown disease.By 1988,over 2000 cows are dead.The ministry of agriculture believes they've got BSE from their feed,which contains the rendered remains of sheep infected with a disease called scrapie. [see front12.rtf @ front.html@nbci]
An Oxford professor,Richard Southwood,gets a call from the governments Chief Medical Officer.

Richard Southwood : I got a phone call from Sir Donald Aitcheson,he said "I'll tell you in great confidence,that there is this potentially very serious disease",and I listened for a little while,he said ,"we want to set up a committee,and I want you to be the chairman",and my legs felt rather weak at the time I must say.

Lord Phillips : Can you recall  whether there were any specific aspects that Sir Donald was anxious for you to deal with?

Richard Southwood : Well first of all he said,"this is very highly confidential at the moment,it's a disease of cattle which is potentially a very serious problem".Obviously there could be some implications for human health

Kate Garraway : The phone call was quickly followed by a letter from Derek,now Sir Derek Andrews,the top civil servant at the Ministry of Agriculture,proposing which scientists should sit on his committee.Right from the start it was made very clear to Southwood what line he was expected to take.

Derek Andrews : There is no evidence to suggest that BSE is transmissible to humans.

Jon Snow : "There's no evidence that" is an important phrase in the government's vocabulary in handling the BSE crisis,and this is one of the phrases we'll keep hearing tonight.

[And what's wrong with that phrase? You can't conclude something is the case without evidence,does Jon expect that they should guess whether it is transmissible? This phrase engenders the scientific methodology.What becomes apparent is how the government and the meat industry made it so that it looked like there was no evidence -LB]

There were other eminent scientists on Southwood's committee.There was Professor Anthony Epstein a pathologist,Sir John Walton a neurologist,and Dr William Martin a microbiologist.
But none of these scientists were experts on the family of the diseases which includes BSE,bovine spungiform encephalopathy in cows,scrapie in sheep and CJD in humans,so what did Southwood know about?

Kate Garraway : Well,Southwood was an eminent zoologist,he'd chaired a Royal Commission on environmental pollution,and his published works included,"Land and Water Bugs of the British Isles","Life on the Wayside and Woodland",and "Insects and the Plant Surface".

[There is some indication that either through not knowing that science is very specialised these days or through deliberately picking scientists who were either friends of people in the government or picked because they definitively weren't knowledgeable about the issue in question,the government either through ignorance or deliberately made it so that the committee would produce the result the wanted - that beef was safe.There have been other instances where the "wrong" experts have been chosen to deliberate on such matters,this seems to be because civil servants aren't scientifically literate,and think that a botanist is essentially a biologist and can function as a reasonable analyst for neurological diseases. This may have been the case here.Another reason for people,especially those requiring scientific help to be scientifically informed,what follows here is a fiasco worthy of lampoonery in "Yes,Prime Minister" -LB]

Jon Snow :  The civil servants were on the case from the start.Even before they met, Southwood's committee got a written briefing from the Ministry of Agriculture,shortly after their first meeting,the secretary to the committee,a civil servant from the Department of Health,Hilary Pickles,started to draft their report.

Kate Garraway :  Yes,there was one line,in this draft written by Dr Hilary Pickles which read,and I quote,"that the risk of transmission of transmission of BSE to humans was remote".

[What's notable is that the notion of risk is even in dispute amongst scientists.Those talking to Colin Blakemore in "The Next Big Thing" (tnbg1.html) distinguish risk from hazard.
In the Newsci link (www.newscientist.com/nl/1007/gambling.html) we see there is dispute about whether one should take the possible outcome into account.Note the reference to Bayesian Statistics in the yellow panel "Is the Pope the Pope?".I contacted Ian Stewart over the point raised in the New Scientist article on killer stranglets,he replied that his view was very much the same as mine,and that it looked like statistical analysis would become nonlinear,I suspect this reads like gobbledegook to the layperson or politician and it's no wonder they make mistakes. The upshot is that a nuclear disaster whilst being improbable compared to say a motor accident,nevertheless is potentially more dangerous to more people for longer,as is the case with BSE,and so whether it's a bigger "hazard" with a smaller "risk" of taking place is probably the case. Dr Pickle's assessment presumably is meant to indicate the chance of passage of the diseases from one species to another,not the consequences if it did -LB]

Jon Snow :  The inquiry wanted to know where this word "remote" came from.

Lord Phillips : Dr Pickles,drafting this part of the report for you has used the word "remote".Are you able to remember when you first reached the view that the risk of oral transmission was remote?

Richard Southwood :  Well,I can't recollect over 11 years when we firs used the word "remote" in our discussions,but I think from the very beginning that these spungiform encephalopathies often moved to allied species but did not cross the species barrier.

Lord Phillips : Dr Pickles is using the expression in a draft which was prepared following your first meeting! Do you think you had in your discussion at your first meeting,arrived at the conclusion that the risk was "remote"?

Richard Southwood :  I think I've given you the best answer I can already.

Kate Garraway :  But one clue as to the science behind this,came when Southwood produced this document showing the relative risk for different species.

Lord Phillips :  You place humans around cats,in the zoological spread,was that common knowledge? Or is it something that emerged later?

Richard Southwood : I think it's very much a scientific guess.

Team member : If I may interject here,with respect I take a rather different view from that of Sir Richard,in that I would put humans much further to the left from the cat,on the evidence available.

Lord Phillips : Lower down the scale of risk?

Team member : Lower down the scale of risk.

Team member :  Their eating habits are like pigs,actually.

Richard Southwood : I would put it on the pig side of cats,but there we are.

Jon Snow : Even though the Southwood committee agreed that the risk to humans was "remote",there was nevertheless one issue on which they took immediate action.

Kate Garraway :  They wrote this letter,the very next day,telling the government that they must slaughter all cows showing signs of the disease,and compensate the farmers - a proposal which the government had already rejected on economic grounds.

Jon Snow : A slaughter and partial compensation policy was put in place nearly two months later,but it only dealt with cattle staggering about with obvious signs of the disease,it did not deal with cows carrying the disease but not showing any symptoms,and these diseased cattle  were being eaten all over Britain.

Kate Garraway :  One solution suggested here,in the British Medical Journal was to remove the most infectious part of the cow,that's the brain,from the human food chain,at the time Southwood rejected this,and wrote to the inquiry to say why.

Richard Southwood :  It would have been bizarre for the working party to have based its entire assessment of risk on this one article.

Jon Snow :  Instead they turned for advice from the Ministry of Agriculture and other scientists,including Dr Richard Kimberlin,a key figure who turns up throughout the BSE story.

Kate Garraway :  So who exactly is Dr Kimberlin? Well he's a consultant to food and pharmaceutical firms world wide,and at this time one of his clients was Pedigree masterfoods who'd hired him to advise them about infectious cattle tissue in pet food.

Lord Phillips :  By that time, had you identified that there were certain tissues which you felt ought to be excluded from pet food?

Richard Kimberlin :  Well in the context of pet food,yes okay,but I'd rather not say what they were.

Lord Phillips :   Did you make it known to the Southwood committee that the pet food industry were considering removing certain....

Richard Kimberlin :   No I couldn't,no.

Lord Phillips :  This was your obligation of commercial confidence?

Richard Kimberlin :  It might have made things a lot easier if I could have just said what I was doing,but that would have been absolutely unthinkable from my clients point of view.

Kate Garraway :  So Southwood,was denied any knowledge of what was stirring in the pet food industry,even so he did take some account of the need to isolate the most infectious parts of the cow.When he published this report he suggested that :

Richard Southwood :  We consider that the manufacturers of baby foods should avoid the use of ruminant offal and thymus.

Jon Snow : Ruminant offal?

Kate Garraway :   Yes well,that includes the brain an the thymus,that's in the cows chest and it's known as sweetbreads,and used to be a bit of a delicacy and recommended for invalids.

Jon Snow : But what the inquiry wanted to know was this,if these bits of cows were bad for babies,why not adults as well?

Lord Phillips : Can I just explore the reasons for distinguishing babies from adults?

Richard Southwood : I'd be glad if you would.

Lord Phillips :  When is a baby not a baby? Whether it is actually receiving cans of baby food?

Richard Southwood :  That was the criteria.

Lord Phillips : One of the reasons that you had concerns about this diet is that it would be a substantial proportion of the baby's diet over a long period?

Richard Southwood :  Indeed.We were influenced - if I can just make a personal remark - by the fact that when we were young,feeding brains to children was considered a very good thing.I mean my mother always bragged that she fed me lots of lambs brains and viral,which was considered a very valuable food to feed to children in the 1930s,and on its jars it said,"containing brains".

Lord Phillips :  As you know there's a concern that the scientific evidence didn't really point to there being a sufficient difference between babies and other humans,sufficient to warrant taking special action in relation to babies.

Richard Southwood : (dissent from the team) I dispute that.It's a matter of scientific judgement,I mean you heard the chorus of disagreement from my medical colleagues.It's part of a general medical tenet,and I say this as a non-medical person,that in general,you have to be particularly careful about the young.

[In mathematical terms there is not necessarily a linear relationship between amount ingested and size of the human body.Because we're talking about volume,a baby could suffer disproportionately more from amounts ingested,in my personal opinion,the Southwood committee was correct to make special action regarding babies -LB]

Jon Snow : In February 1989,Southwood's report went to the cabinet.

Kate Garraway : And these cabinet minutes reveal that the then Prime Minister,Margaret Thatcher did not like it one bit.She thought the report was alarmist,and not much cop as science either.
[Note that Thatcher used to be a chemist -LB]

Margaret Thatcher : The Southwood report was likely to raise considerable alarm,and its recommendations and suggestions were not based on precise and firm evidence.

Kate Garraway : Thatcher's cabinet was particularly narked by the baby food suggestion. Although Southwood's report didn't say so,they assumed that by "offal" he meant liver and kidney.

Margaret Thatcher : Hitherto,liver had been generally considered to be one of the best foods for children and it was extraordinary that it should suddenly be questioned.

[This is not scientific. Had liver been considered as offal (which it wasn't) as it shows in front12.html@nbci,prions collect in or utilise certain organs as routes,it is therefore not surprising if a previously considered "good food" suddenly becomes earmarked as off the menu.The organs capability as a food is not in question,it's capacity to hold prions is.As usual Thatcher doesn't know what she's talking about,and could be seen to be partly personally responsible for the fiasco -LB]

Kate Garraway :  Well,immediately after the cabinet meeting,these memos show that there was a flurry of anxious calls around Whitehall.But the panic was short lived,the civil servants reported back to Mrs Thatcher that what Southwood meant by "offal" was not liver and kidney,but rather brains,spinal chord,spleen,intestines and thymus,what later became known as the SBOs,the specified bovine offals.There was even better news for the government,the baby food industry said they didn't use any of these in their products,anyway.

[In front12,we learn that the spleen and brain in particular are a problem,had these previously been considered "good foods" as Southwood said brains were,there would have been "good reason" for their status to undergo a radical change from "good" to "most dangerous",this is proof that Thatcher is completely wrong -LB]

Jon Snow : But now came a truly bizarre twist,while Southwood and the government had their eyes on babies,the pet food manufacturers stole a march on everyone.Pedigree masterfoods decided that similar offals were not safe for pets,this emerged at a meeting between Pedigree's advisor Dr Richard Kimberlin,and the Ministry of Agriculture's Chief vet,Keith Meldrum,who now became convinced that the ban should not just include babies but adults as well.

Keith Meldrum : But that meeting was in fact a critical meeting,because it did influence my thinking from then on,on the SBO ban.

Lord Phillips : It became plain to you that Dr Kimberlin believed that it was a good idea to keep the more infective offals out of  the human food chain?

Keith Meldrum  :  Absolutely!

Lord Phillips : Knowing what you knew from your meeting with Dr Kimberlin,was it your view that this step was supported by the scientific evidence.

Keith Meldrum  : Well, the answer is yes,I think Dr Kimberlin put forward a very good case for the SBO ban,which is why I supported it,and why I think is so important and why I also made comments on its value.I think it's inspirational,because it went further than had been advised by the eminent committee.

Jon Snow : It certainly was going beyond the advice of the Southwood committee.But here's the most extraordinary twist of all,one part of government - the Ministry of Agriculture knew that the pet food companies were going to ban potentially infectious bovine offals because Dr Kimberlin had now told them,but the Department of Health to whom Southwood reported knew nothing about it.So what happened when they found out that a ban on SBOs for humans was now on the cards?

[There are two points here.Latterly we have a case of the left hand not knowing what the right hand is doing,and prior to that,Kimberlin's advice went beyond that of the committee specifically set up to advise the government.Given that the government wished to keep the meat industry happy and not make economic mistakes (it would have to raise taxes and consumers don't like that,even if it means risks can be avoided),it could not act on no evidence at all,and the "evidence" was that provided by Southwood,there is no reason to take Kimberlin's advice into account,unless that committee had asked him to supply evidence,otherwise the government could just ask any old bod in the street what it should do. One might have thought Kimberlin was "playing it safe" and erring on the side of caution,and that Southwood would have done too,but "there was no evidence that" this caution was at all necessary,and could have cost millions in killing cattle that could have been consumed.In mathematics there is at technique for determining "least false positives",in other words maximising the chances of catching those people with a disease and minimising the numbers who do not receive a treatment who need it. This knowledge should have been available to at least one committee member,and the maximisation of safety could have happened on the strength of sampling the herds,but of course this is dependent on the outward signs,and there could have been (and probably were) carriers who showed no signs.Without evidence one cannot speculate.The safest thing to do was kill ALL the cattle,but of course this makes no economic sense.There is thus a conflict set up between public safety and economic viability. There is no point in killing whole herds if only a small percentage is affected.
If such  a small group was the case and taking SBO's out minimised the chances of transmission to humans,then the "risk" would have been economically viable -LB]

Kate Garraway : They opposed it.Southwood was their appointment,and he saw no reason fro the ban,and so neither did the Department of Health.

Jon Snow : The inquiry wanted to get the bottom of this and quizzed the Chief Medical officer Donald Aitcheson about it.

Lord Phillips : Were you aware of that meeting between Dr Kimberlin and Dr Keith Meldrum  in May 1989?

Donald Aitcheson : No sir.

Lord Phillips : Dr Kimberlin you see had told the pet food manufacturers that this maybe something that would cross the species barrier,and he also told Mr Meldrum that.Were you aware of any of that story at all?

Donald Aitcheson : No I wasn't.

Lord Phillips :  Another piece of information as I understand it that Dr Kimberlin gave to Mr Meldrum is that some of these tissues were just as infective as the the tissues in a clinically infected animal?

Donald Aitcheson :  Yes.

Lord Phillips :  Again,that isn't a piece of information that had been passed on to you?

Donald Aitcheson : No,and that worries me,because that is important information.If Dr Kimberlin was a member of our committees I think we should have heard about that.

Jon Snow : Professor Southwood continued to argue against the ban,but in the end the government was facing a public relations disaster.How could they allow potentially infectious bovine offals to go to humans when a major pet food said they were too dangerous for dogs or cats?

[But the government committee did not have the same information,and could not come to the same conclusion as the pet food manufacturers.This creates the bizarre situation,that an independent group (the manufacturers) has put information in the public domain which appears to suggest that SBOs should be removed,whilst the committee advising the government hasn't got the information to conclude that there is any risk to humans.
 Whilst it appears that the committee in not supporting the ban is not acting in the public interest,it's rather as if someone claimed a meteor was coming for the earth,and a rogue scientist (rather like Zarkov in Flash Gordon) said that everyone should take cover and act accordingly,when the weight of evidence as far as the advisory committee is concerned says there is no such thing and that "there is no evidence that". Seismic scientists are in the same position,one has to be wary of crying wolf and causing a panic unnecessarily.
It seems here though as if the Kimberlin (like Zarkov) was correct,and the difference being that the Southwood group may have supported the ban had they had the same information -LB]

Kate Garraway : But there would still be a 6 month gap between Pedigree masterfoods deciding to ban some bovine offals for cats and dogs,and the government actually taking specified bovine offals out of the human food chain,and during this time,Britons would consume more than 600,000 tons of red meat,that's beef and veal,that's about a pound of meat a week [Not metric then -LB],for everyone in Britain.

Jon Snow : And there was one area where the delay in introducing a ban mattered more than any other,and that was with a product called mechanically recovered meat,or MRM.

[I think it's odd to call it " a delay" and I object to Jon Snow making it appear as if Southwood had any other option.Given the information he had there was no reason TO support the ban, and like a seismic scientist,one cannot send evacuate on the strength of a minor tremor that is not indicative of an earthquake,this is why "there is no evidence that" applies.The evidence of Kimberlin was not that of the committee,and whilst a point could be made that,his evidence was not made available to them,it's unfair to find Southwood wanting or call it "a delay" when the committees decision was based on what they knew,not what Kimberlin said. Had they gone with the ban,they would have been crying wolf,and Thatcher would have been right in saying they were acting unscientifically.In what follows take note of MRM and you might realise why I am vegetarian! -LB]

Kate Garraway :  Amazingly,many of the key witnesses,didn't know what MRM was.Let's star with Southwood.

Richard Southwood : I think I certainly didn't,because I wasn't involved in these things.

Jon Snow : The MAFF secretary to the Southwood committee Alan Lawrence was no wiser.

Alan Lawrence :  I don't think in my many years that I ever saw a machine that mechanically recovered meat.It's a huge omission.

Jon Snow :  But at least the minister,John Selwyn Gummer,had witnessed it with his own eyes.

John Gummer : I did at one point see it,on television.

Jon Snow : So what is mechanically recovered meat?

Kate Garraway : Well it wasn't exactly a secret. This 1980 MAFF report describes the process - Once a cow has been killed,and all the meat removed,the bones and most of what's left is then put into a huge industrial processor,which churns out a flesh coloured slurry,this is MRM,mechanically recovered meat,and eat cow can produce up to 8 kilos.

[Oh so NOW we're metric.Didn't anyone ever teach you that changing measuring systems introduces errors? see weight.html @nbci -LB]

Jon Snow : Clearly unless the specified bovine offals were totally removed,MRM could be extremely infectious.

Kate Garraway : Especially as this report also reveals that a highly concentrated form of MRM was injected into other meat products.

[Anyone who has seen "Soilent Green" will perhaps have a nasty taste in their mouth by now,so to speak. Did you think the leftover crap from cows and other animals was chucked away? Used in animal feed? No it's mashed up and put in YOUR food. Don't you just love the meat industry? Anything to make a profit eh? -LB]

Jon Snow : At a ministry of agriculture meeting in September 1989,the problem was debated. Could the SBO ban ever be effective enough to make mechanically recovered meat really safe? Were there other parts of the animal potentially just as infectious?

Kate Garraway : One person present at the meeting minuted the discussion.

Minutes : There was an expression of the illogicality at what was being done,and particularly how easy it would be to have to concede the possible dangers of material other than those listed in the proposed ban.It was agreed not to raise it.

Jon Snow :  Sorry,could you say that again?

Minutes : It was agreed not to raise it.

Jon Snow :  I thought that's what he said.

Kate Garraway :  Well this is a minute of a later meeting chaired by John Gummer,just a week before the SBO ban came into force and here's Keith Meldrum the chief vet.

Keith Meldrum : The risk associated with mechanically recovered meat is not greater than in other cases where an exclusion from the ban had been agreed.

Kate Garraway :   And the minute confirmed that :

Minutes :  Our independent advisor Dr Kimberlin,was satisfied on this point.

Jon Snow :  So Dr Kimberlin had come to the rescue.For another 5 years,people the length and breadth of Britain would carry on eating mechanically recovered meat,in economy burgers, pies and sausages,even though it could only really be safe if it could be guaranteed to contain no spinal chord or other sources of infection,but could it?
We'll be back in a moment.I hope there are no meat ads coming up.

[Note that the rogue scientist has advised that MRM is not any more dangerous than other products excluded from the ban,why is he being listened to,when the advice should be coming from Southwood's committee? This is like listening to Zarkov that the sky is falling,when it isn't,or in his case,that the sky isn't falling,when it is. It's odd that he advised the pet food companies to remove SBO's but advised Meldrum that MRM was safe.Why is Kimberlin an unselected individual not part of the committee's opinion holding authority? The whole point of the committee is that their advice is the one that should be listened to -LB]


Jon Snow :  In 1990, a new committee took over from Professor Southwood to advise the government on BSE,chaired by David Tyrell,it was called the Spungiform Encephalopathy Advisory Committee, SEAC for short.

Kate Garraway : David Tyrell is a former head of the Common Cold Unit,and his last book before going  to SEAC,was called "The abolition of infection : hope or illusion?".

Jon Snow :  SEAC soon had a major crisis,a cat died from the feline equivalent of mad cow disease.This set alarm bells ringing in Whitehall.If BSE could spread to cats,how safe were humans?

Kate Garraway : The secretary to the committee, Dr Hilary Pickles ,fired off a memo.

Hilary Pickles : BSE has spread to yet another species,how many more.

[Note that if prion is the agent,a prion is a latent protein in the body,and is a misshapen protein. There is background deaths from such diseases,and one cat death cannot be counted as evidence of spreading,any more than Leukaemia deaths mean Sellafield is to blame.Because of media hype,one cat death from a prion type illness,would have been bloated out of all proportion next to the cow deaths.That's not to say that the cat DIDN'T die from the same thing transmitted to it via pet food,but since the pet food manufacturers had already removed SBOs there is good reason to suppose this death was either background,or possibly because of the long incubation periods,connected to the BSE affair,by virtue of the cat ingesting food BEFORE the SBO removal in pet food.It is not necessarily the case that BSE had crossed the species barrier.It's odd that Dr Pickles thinks it has -LB]

Kate Garraway :  She said that MAFF should consult SEAC,they weren't able to,because it's head David Tyrell was on holiday [A lame excuse -LB].Instead, they put out a press release,when the chief vet,Keith Meldrum announced:

Keith Meldrum : There is no evidence that the condition is transmissible,nor is there any known connection with the other animal encephalopathies.

Kate Garraway :   The cat was now,so to speak,out of the bag.Council's banned beef from school meals,and there were calls for the slaughter of all infected herds of cattle.The government response was unequivocal.A press release went out,quoting the minister John Gummer.

John Gummer : British beef is safe.

Kate Garraway :    And one young unknown bank bench MP had a brief glimpse of the limelight,when he put a planted Parliamentary question to the minister,his name,William Hague.

[Who? Oh Vague Hague? -LB]

And this allowed John Gummer to go even further than simply saying ,"British beef is safe".

John Gummer : British beef is perfectly safe to eat,this is the view of our top scientists.

[Scientists,who had been specially chosen,who knew little of CJD type diseases,who had pertinent information withheld from them,and who were overruled by a rogue advisor to the pet food companies -LB]

Jon Snow : So who were the top scientists who said "British beef was perfectly safe"? Gummer hadn't talked to the SEAC scientists,but he claimed he had discussed it with Hilary Pickles,SEAC's secretary.She wrote to the inquiry denying that any such discussion had ever taken place.

Hilary Pickles : Had the detailed wordings of MAFF statements been discussed with me,I don't think I would have agreed to those words.

[So now we have the agriculture minister theoretically lying that he has scientific backing, when in all probability he is toeing the party line,because the Tories don't wish to upset the farmers,and have to slaughter their herds,when they can continue to sell MRM full of BSE to a gullible public who is none the wiser,and then still get voted in again,and if anything goes wrong,they have a scapegoat in the guise of scientific advisors. Masterly - Paul Eddington and Nigel Hawthorne would be proud -LB]

Kate Garraway :    And for good measure the Chief Medical Officer,Donald Aitcheson wrote :

Donald Aitcheson  : If I'd been consulted,I can think of no circumstances in which I would have approved the formulation "perfectly safe".

Jon Snow : So the agriculture minister,had,without the approval of the Department of Health or the government's scientific advisors,pronounced that beef was "perfectly safe",and having gone out on a limb,he now needed the Chief Medical Officer,Donald Aitcheson ,to back him up,on television,with the same message.
 The inquiry was keen to know,who had pulled the hidden levers in Whitehall to make this happen?

[That's obvious,the people who stood to lose money,should the ban go through and cows slaughtered,land owners and MP farmers and their upper crust snot pots who always con everyone,that's why they are called CON-servatives -LB]

They started with Sir Derek Andrews,the chief civil servant and the Ministry of Agriculture.

Lord Phillips : Who did it fall to,to take this further with the Chief Medical Officer?

Derek Andrews : I can't recall.I don't think it was me.

[No course you can't you lying piece of trash.Of course it wasn't you,you'd never admit it if it was would you? -LB]

Lord Phillips :  D'you recall putting pressure on the Chief Medical Officer?

Derek Andrews : No I wouldn't think I'd put pressure on the Chief Medical Officer.

Lord Phillips :  Did you give any instructions for anybody to put pressure on him?

Derek Andrews : No I wouldn't have given instructions put pressure on.I might have asked someone to approach him.

[In other words "You asked someone to put pressure on",why not just be honest? -LB]

Jon Snow : And as the Chief Medical Officer,Donald Aitcheson confirmed,there was someone who approached him with an offer he couldn't avoid,the Department of Health Press Officer.

Donald Aitcheson : The press officer said "You must make a statement,the press pressure is so enormous".

[Note the role of the media,hyping scare stories,now their irrational knee-jerking is forcing the government to make wild claims of safety upon no evidence,and the truth goes out the window.If they'd had shut their mouths and let everyone do their job,or better still actually been informed,perhaps this wouldn't have happened.The conspiracies of silence (ie "this is confidential,this is potentially a very serious disease") create fear and alarm,and then the papers become suspicious and the government has to backpeddle and make wild claims to save their own skins.Why not have "open government" and tell the truth? More alarm and panic is called by keeping it a secret,be straight with people and they respect it -LB]

Jon Snow : So the pressure was on Aitcheson to make  a statement,and so he in the best Whitehall tradition,put pressure on someone else,David Tyrell and SEAC.[The scientists -LB]

David Tyrell : The statement that as many members of SEAC as I could find [Where were they? Lost? Why couldn't you find them all? -LB] have agreed to,was as follows.
 I have taken advice from the leading scientific and medical experts in this field,I have checked with them again today.They have consistently advised me in the past that there is no scientific justification,for not eating British beef,and this continues to be their advice.

Kate Garraway : The Department of Health immediately put out a press release quoting the Chief Medical Officer,Donald Aitcheson.

Donald Aitcheson : British beef is safe.

Jon Snow : Was MAFF pleased,their man on SEAC was the joint secretary Robert Loweson.

Lord Phillips : "British beef is safe,says Chief Medical Officer".Can I ask what your own reaction was?

Robert Loweson : I though it was heroic.

Lord Phillips : Can you explain what you mean by that?

Robert Loweson : Well I can understand what the Chief Medical Officer was talking about.We all say for example that flying is safe,but we know that from time to time aeroplanes fall out of the sky.We all say that airbags in cars are safe,but we know that in spite of the presence of airbags,people sometimes get killed in car crashes.

[They sometimes get killed by the airbag too,even airbags aren't perfectly safe -LB]

The Chief Medical Officer  was saying,"beef is safe" and one way of interpreting "safe" is "not adding to the risk of everyday life".He was not saying "There is no risk".

Jon Snow : But when Donald Aitcheson went on television that is exactly what he said. "There is no risk",the inquiry pursued this.

[To me this is an error on the part of a representative of the scientific community,but it's an easy slip up to make,and their was pressure on him to say "safe".Note the role here of the public and media view of risk,and that Robert Loweson is having to explain it to Lord Phillips. Loweson's view is,as far as I am concerned,legitimate.The same is true of cancer from cell phones,if they DO do any such thing,it does not add greatly to the risk of getting cancer generally,if at all.Obviously if one does anything for longer or with more intensity one will increase the latent risk associated with that act.Standing in the sun a long time is risky,but we all do it because we perceive the risk to be low of getting melanoma.Crossing the road is risky,but people dodge cars every day,risking their lives.
What's fairly certain is that removal of SBOs would have minimised the risk to the public, since if prion is the agent,and these are the organs it mostly inhabits and the means of transmission is that suggested in front12,ie affecting normal proteins,then removal would greatly lessen the chance of this happening.Upon this premise alone,it's odd that Southwood's committee didn't support the ban,but if they weren't experts in prions,perhaps this was not evident.Since the means of transmission is not well understood,and even prion is only a possible source of the dysfunction(?),it's difficult to draw a conclusion with little to go on.
If someone said "road deaths are on the increase" and the papers kicked up a fuss about it and screamed to get rid of cars as a lethal danger,should we do so,if there are more roads accounting for the increase? We might say "There is no evidence that cars are any greater risk than they were before" -LB]

Lord Phillips : Sir Donald what I'm going to show you now is a clip from a film that you will recognise very well.

Donald Aitcheson : I understand it comprises one sentence from an interview I gave,I mean if I may ask whether it would be permissible in a court of law,to take a sentence out of its context,and for a witness to be examined on it?

Lord Phillips :  It seems to us you should have an opportunity of putting in context,would you welcome that opportunity.

Donald Aitcheson :  "Welcome" is too strong a word.

Lord Phillips :  Let's carry on.

Donald Aitcheson :   (on video) There is no risk associated with eating British beef,and that everyone,children,adults,patients in hospital can be quite confident that it's safe to eat beef.

Lord Phillips :  Now of course the words used there are, "There is no risk associated with eating beef".

Donald Aitcheson :  For whatever reason,instead of saying,"no scientific justification",I said "no risk",and I should not have done that,because the advice of my group was that there was a remote risk,not no risk.

[Note that he honestly admits the error,one that anyone could have fallen into by accident -LB]

Jon Snow : So gradually the BSE story acquired a  language all of it's own which guided the scientists gently along a path from caution to triumphant reassurance.

[Cajoled slightly by a government eager to keep  from making costly mistakes and to keep the meat industry happy -LB]

The initial government line was "there is no evidence that it could be transmitted to humans". The Southwood committee had amended this saying "there was a remote risk",but in the hands of the government PR machine,this had become by stages "British beef is safe".Well what happened next was extraordinary even in the ways of Whitehall.

[Jon makes a mistake. No evidence is not the same as no risk.There will always be a risk of transmission to humans,but there might not be evidence to support that in fact it does.
 Like other journalists,Mr Snow is confusing two concepts,and even though the PR machine may have polarised the view,there is a remote risk the moon will fall on your head,but there is no evidence to suggest that it will do so. The inability to understand the difference applies here as it does in the public domain and also possibly to the CMO who should have known better.Throughout this programme Mr Snow seems like other journalists to fail to appreciate the scientific method (and confuses evidence with risk),that one cannot presume something is the case,just because it superficially looks like something IS the case.One needs evidence BEFORE acting,in order to maximise the viability of the action.As in a court of law one presumes innocence and needs evidence to prove the case. In this case there may have been evidence that the committee didn't know about.My view of scientific process is at odds with that in darwin.html -LB]

Kate Garraway : SEAC produced this draft report nicknamed the "beef is safe report",drafted by Hilary Pickles,remember her? She's the civil servant who wrote the first draft of the Southwood report,which said the risk for humans was remote.Well this new report was sent to civil servants in both MAFF and the Department of Health for their comments,but these were the very civil servants who had asked for advice from SEAC in the first place.
David Tyrell the chairman of SEAC was asked for an explanation.

Lord Phillips : Did you see a possible difficulty in the fact that those departments who were expecting advice from you committee,were in fact feeding into the advice that was to go to them?

[This cyclic arrangement means that those who don't wish to hear X from the advisors,can veto the advisors from saying X that they don't wish to hear - there is a conflict of interests. This is typical of how government manipulates to get its own way -LB]

David Tyrell :  I think we'd already sold the pass.We'd already said we're going to be involved in doing things to help the Chief Medical Officer.We'd given up the idea of standing back and doing nothing else but evaluate science at a distance,and impartially.I think that's part of what we'd got ourselves into willy-nilly,I don't we.......can I start that one again?
If somebody said "white is black" and we believed that "black was white",we would have picked it up and we would have said it.

[It also seems to me that there are too many cooks spoiling the broth here.If science had been left alone to do it's job without interfering busy-bodies all with necks on the line,it might have been able to do its job properly -LB]

Lord Phillips : D'you think there's a possibility that somebody in one of the ministries might say,"that looks a bit too black,let's shade it down to a shade of grey that's less likely to be alarming"? 

David Tyrell : I think there's a record that even when we got to the end,Robert Loweson said there were inflammatory remarks.

Jon Snow : Is that what he said?

Kate Garraway : Well,not quite. In fact what the record shows is that what he actually said was the exact opposite.The MAFF secretary to Tyrell's committee,Robert Loweson,wrote this highly revealing memo.

Robert Loweson : The most potentially inflammatory pieces of drafting in earlier versions have now been edited out.

Jon Snow :  The inquiry asked Tyrell whether he was worried by these changes.

David Tyrell :  Actually I went through all the changes that were to be made along the way and came to the conclusion that none of them were particularly worrying.

Lord Phillips : Could we just stand back at this point with some hindsight,and ask the question "Should a committee,like yours,have a draft paper it's going to produce on a subject such as this,subjected to this kind of process?"

David Tyrell :   That's a tough one.

Lord Phillips :  We have to look at some tough ones!

[In a situation like this the SEAC report should have stood as it was,not subjected to overhauling and rewrites by the people it was supposed to advise,it is unethical to involve them in the process of creating the advice that they will act on,if they have reasons not to hear the advice that may come.Why Tyrell let this happen I don't understand,I guess someone put pressure on him -LB]

Jon Snow : However one tough question they should have asked Dr Tyrell, but didn't,was why this extra and very reassuring paragraph was added to his final report:

It is concluded that the occasional low doses of BSE agent in human food are well below those capable of infecting humans,even humans who are especially susceptible to the agent.

Kate Garraway : The inclusion of this paragraph was a puzzle to one scientist,Professor Richard Barlow,who later joined SEAC.

Richard Barlow : I cannot imagine what the justification was for adding the paragraph to the draft,unless SEAC had been thoroughly reassured that the SBO ban had been effectively applied in all abattoirs.

Jon Snow : And this was the crucial point.The whole government strategy depended on abattoirs doing their job properly and removing the SBOs - that's the brain,the spinal chord,the thymus,tonsils,spleen,and intestines from all cattle.If they weren't then the scientists might just as well hang up their white coats and go home.

Kate Garraway :  It was the job of Environmental Health Officers to make sure the abattoirs did their job,but 1990 their national body wrote to MAFF complaining that some of the regulations were simply unenforceable.

Jon Snow : Well now this letter popped up a couple of times during the inquiry,and each time it caused trouble.The first victim was John Maslin,the head of the head of the Ministry of Agriculture's BSE unit.

Lord Phillips : I this long letter there are a number of observations about the working of the ban.D'you recollect this letter?

John Maslin : Er yes I do.

Lord Phillips : Somebody has written "Ouch!" on the top right hand corner of the first page. Can you think of any reason why they would have written "Ouch!" on this letter?

John Maslin : Because it lists in several pages a number of criticisms of the ban.

Lord Phillips : Yes?

John Maslin :  These were primarily concerns on enforcement,which was more a concern for Meat Hygiene Division,we knew they had concerns.

Lord Phillips : Thank you.

Jon Snow : Robert Loweson the joint secretary to SEAC was asked if he knew what information was going to the committee.

Lord Phillips : Can you recollect whether SEAC was shown the letter of the Institution of Environmental Health Officers?

Robert Loweson  : I don't remember that,sorry I don't remember that it was.

Lord Phillips :  You don't remember either way,whether it was or not?

Robert Loweson  : Well I think I would have remembered if it had been,and I don't think it was.

Jon Snow : Was other information about the abattoirs not getting through to SEAC? The inquiry asked its chairman David Tyrell.

Lord Phillips :   Were you aware in 1990,that various senior officials and ministers in MAFF had expressed considerable concern that about the process of mechanically recovered meat? The parliamentary secretary visited an MRM plant had been very worried by what he saw.Had anybody told you that?

David Tyrell : No,I don't think so,no.

Lord Phillips :  Mr Meldrum the Chief Veterinary Officer,we've seen documents expressing anxiety about the MRM production process in relation to BSE.Was that something you were aware of?

David Tyrell : I don't think so,no.

Lord Phillips :  D'you think it ought to have been mentioned to you that the Chief  Veterinary Officer had worries about MRM?

David Tyrell : Well I should think so.

Jon Snow : But it wasn't,and it didn't get any better when Tyrell and his committee decided to visit an abattoir in person.They went to just one,the visit being set up in advance,and the abattoir turned out to be - you guessed it - a shining example of best practice. [See skit below - My wife used to work in the food industry,and this was the usual practice where she worked,shoddy until inspected,then procedures were followed and lapsed afterwards - LB]

Kate Garraway : After their visit to a single abattoir,SEAC were satisfied that with sufficient care,spinal chords could be cleanly removed and duly concluded :
 Provided all the rules are properly followed and supervised,there is no need to recommend further measures on the grounds of consumer protection.

Jon Snow :  The abattoirs performance was one of the most crucial fault lines running throughout the history of BSE.The scientists and government advisors based man of their key judgements on the belief that the abattoirs were doing their job,as Tyrell said,"provided all the rules were  being properly followed",but they weren't.

[Just shows what you get if you "believe" things and don't prove them -LB]

And this was something the inquiry took up with Robert Loweson,the Ministry of Agriculture civil servant on SEAC.

Lord Phillips : I'd like to ask you about the proviso,if I  may call it so,"provided all the rules are properly followed".

Robert Loweson : Yes?

Lord Phillips :  Can you say how much information SEAC had about the extent to which those provisos were met?

Robert Loweson :  No,they advised that way,because they didn't feel able to advise about the extent to which those provisos were met.

Lord Phillips :  As secretary to SEAC at the relevant time,can you say to what extent SEAC were being provided with information about the degree to which procedures were being followed correctly?

Robert Loweson :  I don't remember then getting that information.If they knew how far the rules were followed,they wouldn't have had to say "it's all right so long as the rules are followed".

Lord Phillips :  Yes.From your own personal point of view,what information did you have about the extent to which the rules were in practice being followed.

Robert Loweson :  I didn't have any.

Lord Phillips :   Well,you had the letter from the Chartered Institution of Environmental Health?

Jon Snow : Ouch! That was this letter the one we saw earlier,from the Environmental Health Officers pointing out major problems in the abattoirs.

Kate Garraway : Yes and it wasn't until 5 years later that the Ministry of Agriculture finally told SEAC that the regulations were being ignored,and some abattoirs were still putting some of the most infectious parts of the cow into the human food chain.

[Two points,I don't understand why SEAC could not have acted upon the CIEH report,and neither do I understand why MAFF isn't able to prosecute those companies not following its regulations.Those families of people who have died should be able to bring civil suit against those abattoirs,no doubt the lawyers for the companies will show that the death rate is only what is to be expected anyway and thus there is no cause and effect proven.If they can make that case,it would show that the risk is no higher than expected,but the abattoirs weren't following regulations and MAFF should have taken them to task -LB]

Jon Snow :  And throughout these 5 years,the government PR machine,continued to try and convince us all that beef was safe to eat.But all the time continued to make its inexorable journey from cows to humans.

[Sorry, has that been proven? -LB]

And in 1994 claimed its first human victim.Vicky Rimmer was just 15 when she was hit by a form of Spungiform Encephalopathy never seen before.

[That would hardly be evidence,but perhaps reason to investigate,it doesn't prove that the BSE in cows passed to humans.The difference between the media and public view and science,is rather polarised.The scientific view takes a "sunny day does not a summer make" point of view,the public view is one of "It's happened,how else do you explain it" and believes what the superficial evidence suggests,as Nick Humphrey says in takelook.html@nbci human beings seem to ignore the maxim of Sherlock Holmes.The public and the papers act lie a bumbling Dr Watson making half guesses and stabbing in the dark -LB]

We'll be back.

Jon Snow :   In July 1994 a senior vet at MAFF Andrew Fleetwood sat down and spent a day on the phone.

Kate Garraway : For the previous 4 years there had been a ban on the SBOs,the highly infectious offals going into animal feed.Fleetwood wanted to know how well the ban was working.

Jon Snow :    What Fleetwood discovered that day and in the next 12 months totally undermined the government's belief that their policy to protect animals and humans was working.

Kate Garraway : Fleetwood looked first at abattoirs and animal feed.He made a rough estimate of the weight of SBOs that should be taken from the abattoirs.

[As Carol Vorderman has pointed out on occasion,rough and ready estimation enables checking of things like results of calculator results.Here it enables Fleetwood to spot a problem. Perhaps he was smart enough to see that he'd need maths when he grew up.Thank our lucky stars someone did -LB]

Then he phoned around the rendering plants that process them to check how much they were actually receiving.

Lord Phillips : You'd done your SBO weight audit,which you accept quite fairly as a rough and ready exercise?

Andrew Fleetwood : Yes.

Lord Phillips :  And you say that the total shortfall for Great Britain was about 403 tons?

Andrew Fleetwood : Mm-hm.

Lord Phillips :   Which suggests a total shortfall of some 33%?

Andrew Fleetwood : Yes.

Lord Phillips :  Then if we look at your major report of the National Surveillance Exercise, you organised,the conclusion says :
The overall impression of this snapshot view of the industry is that there is widespread and flagrant infringement of the regulations.

Andrew Fleetwood :  I think at the time,I wrote this report,I was pretty angry with the results that were coming in from the field.

Jon Snow : Fleetwood was angry about animals,but there was the even more vexed question of human health.

Lord Phillips :  If you could look at your report on the second round of visits,we get two operators not separating SBO properly from material for human consumption,spinal chord was seen in one carcass and tonsils are not being removed properly from heads,did you think these were serious failings?

Andrew Fleetwood :  I thought they were serious failings from the point of view of here were two occasions in which SBO could enter the human food chain.

[Note that Fleetwood a MAFF scientist is angry over even 2 breaches of the regulations. James Le Fanu in "Does Science Matter?" suggested people sided with Greenpeace and environmentalists because they were over protective,and winced at slight deviations.Here we have a ministry scientist worried over 2 breaches of the regulations.
The public distrust of scientists is unwarranted,it is the politicians and money men that are out  for their own ends,only when a scientist is in service of a company or working independently like Kimberlin is their cause for concern. The one's in public pay in general,are out to aid the public -LB]

Lord Phillips :  If one were simply saying what does this indicate overall,you'd be having to apply a multiple of a very large number.

[Here we see Lord Phillips appreciation of the process of statistical sampling. Because Fleetwood has only done a snapshot of the industry,and found breaches,he must presume that those breaches are indicative of the industry generally,and multiply the figures up.The proportion of those gone unchecked will indicate the error margin of the expected results.The only way to be totally accurate is to go to every plant which is impractical,as is surveying every person in a voting poll,the sample is indicative of the whole,with error -LB]

Andrew Fleetwood :  That's correct.These reports have to be seen in the context of a spot check,which probably lasted a couple of hours by one or two MAFF officers on the day.

[So you have to multiply by time and the fact that only 2 officers might not get round a whole plant and observe everywhere -LB]

Jon Snow : A new agriculture minister,Douglas Hogg,called for a meeting of slaughter house representatives in November 1995.

Douglas Hogg : It was a pretty tough meeting,I read the riot act. They were pretty hostile to what they were being told,but actually they were saying broadly speaking,"We can't give you 100% compliance,don't be silly,only go for the serious cases".Well I said,"That won't do at all,I intend to prosecute,you will comply and I don't want excuses thank you very much."

[If that's true,one can only laud Hogg for this. Here it looks like the major culprits are the slaughter houses -LB]

Jon Snow : However Hogg's hammer didn't smash the slaughter house resistance.

Kate Garraway : Fleetwood's reports continued to reveal that pieces of spinal chord were being left in carcasses and going straight into the human food chain.

Jon Snow : The game was finally up SEAC was told what was actually happening in the abattoirs. In November 1995 there was a crucial meeting of SEAC,the key moments of which we'll recreate here using the minutes.The trouble started when the committees secretary reported on the latest round of abattoir results.

Minutes : Small amounts of spinal chords have been found on 17 separate occasions at 16 plants.It has been estimated that roughly  0.4% of the carcasses might still have some spinal chord left in them.

[The 0.4% will have been computed on the basis of data such as Fleetwood's spot checks and although a small figure,represents quite a large number considering the number of carcasses used.However,considering only 17 occasions are involved in 16 plants (I don't know how many plants there are) but that 0.4% could have a margin of error rendering it (so to speak) much smaller -it could also be higher.Either way the risk of SBOs getting into food might be small,but this perhaps doesn't take account of the hazard should ANY SBO get in.
I have talked with Ian Stewart on this,and his last reply indicated that,like myself,the idea that the risk of a nuclear power station blowing up is commensurate with the danger of pot holes in roads (as put by Lois Wolpert in "Does Science Matter?" (sci-mat.html)),neglects to take into account the consequences should it happen.
 I wouldn't have thought there was any evidence that this disease spreads as a virus does, and so very small amounts of infestation could cause a few deaths.But then people die of food poisoning and even choking on a fishbone,as long as we're not unleashing something as is perceived to be the case with GM that could have compound effects a small infestation is tolerable,the trick is to minimise that danger. The view here is that the slaughter hoses were not working hard enough to work to that end,but then it probably costs money to be so scrupulous,and all my experience shows that where money is concerned safety usually comes second.In order to stay in business any firm will push the limits -LB]

Jon Snow : The committee members responded badly to the new.One SEAC member was Dr Robert Will,who ran the unit in Edinburgh investigating the human link to BSE.

Robert Will : I'm appalled at this information.SEAC has previously been reassured that there's little chance of spinal chord remaining.We must now infer that this has been happening throughout the last 5 years.

Jon Snow : So what did that mean for MRM ,mechanically recovered meat? SEAC now knew that they couldn't rely on the highly infectious parts of the carcasses being removed in the abattoir,and that huge amounts,must therefore have got into the human food chain.

[Whilst SEAC was relying on SBOs being properly removed,we have no need to conclude that "huge amounts MUST" be entering the food chain.There is some reason to suppose that more than was thought was entering the food chain,and that on it's own is cause for concern.The figure could be high,but we cannot conclude necessarily that it is,although for safety's sake it's best to assume that it is the worst case -LB]

Dr Will compare it to pharmaceuticals and argued that if a drug had had the same level of risk it would never get a licence.

Robert Will :  Medicines would be withdrawn on lower risks.

[That's not necessarily a fair comparison,as I said over hazard.Conversely one could argue that we only take medicines occasionally,and so could tolerate a higher chance that they are dangerous,food we eat all the time,and thus should expect a higher level of safety.If one is trying to maximise safety,and we expect a given threshold for drugs,it perhaps makes sense to expect at least that for food, if not more -LB]

Jon Snow : A new SEAC chairman had taken up the post,Professor Patterson,in line with the principle of Hogg's hammer [Jon makes him sound like Thor -LB],he now suggested that:

Professor Patterson : The use of MRM be suspended until we find that compliance is 100%.

Jon Snow :  Enter Dr Kimberlin,remember him? As well as being a member of SEAC,he was also a consultant to the Meat and Livestock Commission,he disagreed.

[If he was on SEAC perhaps this was why he was listened to,but I thought SEAC came after Southwood? There is certainly another conflict of interest here,having his hand in both pies so to speak -LB]

Richard Kimberlin : It would be dangerous to consider a ban.If we can't remove the spinal chord we might have to consider the suspension of the whole of the meat trade.[So what? -LB]

Jon Snow :  Dr Will was emphatic.

Robert Will : I will not be party to any statement which did not include a ban on MRM.

Jon Snow :  Dr Kimberlin expressed a concern that:

Richard Kimberlin :  There's a hidden agenda to this meeting.

[No kidding,Richard Kimberlin's protection of the meat industry! Here we see how agenda and conflict of interest makes a scientist NOT act in the public best interest. Robert Will on the other hand IS doing so -LB]

Jon Snow :  But Professor Patterson assured him:

John Patterson :  That's not the case.New evidence exists of non-compliance with SBO rules.The risk is being perceived more from a human health background.

Jon Snow :   So following SEAC's recommendation,the government banned all vertebrae from MRM.

Kate Garraway : This was to be announced at a press conference at a meeting to prepare for it,Douglas Hogg told his staff :

Douglas Hogg : I'm anxious to see what can be done to play up the role of SEAC.

Kate Garraway :  And the next day Professor Patterson asked Douglas Hogg :

John Patterson :   I wonder if the committee has too low a profile?

Jon Snow : His profile was about to be greatly enhanced by an intriguing new figure in the BSE story,one of Dr Kimberlin's paymasters,Colin Maclaine the director general of the Meat and Livestock Commission,which is funded by a levy on farmers and abattoirs.

[So Kimberlin was essentially controlled by the farmers,here we see a hidden agenda, perhaps not the one he meant -LB]

Colin Maclaine : The primary concern of the Meat and Livestock Commission is to make sure that the meat eating habit continues on as large a scale as possible.

[Even if it becomes uneconomic,dangerous and exploitative? Even it if it kills people? -LB]

Which means it must protect it's customers,because the minute it loses the confidence of its customers,it hasn't done its job. Therefore its first priority is obviously to human safety and human health.

[So it wouldn't consider biasing data,pressurising government and scientists,paying individual scientists etc in order to cover up its own dirty practices in order to pull the wool over people's eyes to give them the impression "British beef is safe",when in fact it wasn't? This is also in its best interests,and from this here it seems like that is exactly what was going on -LB]

Lord Phillips : Yes.

Colin Maclaine :  And its second priority is to try to ensure that the communication going to consumers is as reassuring as possible in order to maintain the viability of its industry.

Jon Snow : Well as soon as the press conference ended,the Meat and Livestock Commission's PR filmed some short statements intended for use as television commercials/

Kate Garraway : Here's the premier of one of them,never before seen on television.It features a new star of the small screen,the chairman of SEAC,Professor John Patterson

John Patterson : (on video) If you asked the question "Is the beef which gets into the high street and is sold to the consumer now safe?" then I think that is the case,I've no doubt about it.

[This is the same Patterson who was assuring Kimberlin that Will was correct and there was good reason to ban MRM,methinks a brown parcel traded hands somewhere and it didn't have sausages in it -LB]

Jon Snow : Quite a coup that for the Meat and Livestock Commission,the government's chief independent scientific advisor appears in a tele commercial to reassure viewers that beef is safe.

Kate Garraway : But not everyone was happy,MAFF's director of information wrote to the inquiry:

I was extremely concerned,I felt that Professor Patterson's credibility would be fatally compromised if he became associated with the industry in this way. I recommended that we should instruct the Meat and Livestock Commission not to proceed.

Jon Snow : What happened next,again involved Dr Richard Kimberlin, who as well as being a member of SEAC was also a paid consultant for MAFF,the pet food industry,the pharmaceutical industry and the Meat and Livestock Commission.He was asked to look at this internal memo from the Meat and Livestock Commission press office.

Lord Phillips : This memo is headed "BSE issue management",the second paragraph reads:
My current thoughts are that we must strengthen scientific support to provide a long term base,I'm not sure that Colin Maclaine and Kimberlin picking off the scientists one at a time is the right approach.It smatters of knobbling.

[Exactly the Meat and Livestock Commission were buying off those who did not support its cause -LB]

Dr Kimberlin I'm not sure if you'd like to comment on that right away or whether you'd like me to read a little bit more.

[I suspect that Richard Kimberlin is going to claim a man with one arm did it and it wasn't him -LB]

Richard Kimberlin : Well,ask me a question.

Lord Phillips :  Then I'll ask you a question on that point right away. Is it correct that you and Mr Maclaine were picking off the scientists one at a time?

Richard Kimberlin :  That we were doing sir,no,but this is a document of course that I did not see,but the proposition that Colin Maclaine and Kimberlin might want to at some future date pick off scientists one at a time,well,no that isn't true,and it's certainly not me,and I wouldn't do it.

Lord Phillips :   Thank you. I think that then brings us to the letter of January the 3rd.Mr Maclaine writes to you : 
The reason for my telephone call just prior to Christmas was to alert you to questions that MAFF will pose to SEAC at its next meeting.

Richard Kimberlin :  Yes.

Lord Phillips :  We agree that we need succinct answers to these questions and our PR company,Richmond Towers,have drafted the sort of answers,Appendix A,they would like to see,although they cannot put words into SEAC's mouth.
However this should give you some feel for what we would initially like before you face the questions of SEAC.Anything you can do to get crisp answers would be a big help.

[I'd ask Gary Linekar -LB]

Richard Kimberlin :  Yes.

Lord Phillips : Wasn't it relevant for SEAC to know that one of your clients had sought your help to securer answers in the form they would like to see?

Richard Kimberlin :  I don't think so,because I didn't think it would make any difference whatsoever anyway.My conduct the way I drafted those answers would be if you like,wearing my SEAC hat,what MLC said or anybody else said would by itself have no influence whatsoever,I would make up my own mind, I made my own submission and acted accordingly,treating SEAC now as the client,not MLC.

[So Kimberlin is asking us to believe that when he plays chess with himself he isn't biased for one side or the other,and plays just as hard a game no matter which way round it is turned? One might ask why he is even in this position.It is like having a lawyer acting for both prosecution and defence,whilst it's possible to do it would have to be the most principled person,and no human being realistically is that scrupulous and unbiased,it therefore seems the height of stupidity to have one person play these two roles -LB]

I really saw no problem there.In fact,this sort of situation has happened to me many times before as a professional consultant.It happens all the time.One simply draws a line.

[You mean a line where you don't tell the other party who you're consulting for as well? -LB]

Lord Phillips :  Could we the come to the answers? Question 3 "Is beef safe to eat?" and the answer you gave was "Yes we have no doubt about the fact that the beef on sale in the high street is safe to eat".

[And that isn't Kimberlin wording the answers the MLC would like to see? BS (E) There is no way anyone knowing what he knew could draw that conclusion -LB]

Richard Kimberlin : Yes.

Lord Phillips :  Could we compare that with what Mr Maclaine had suggested?

Richard Kimberlin :  It's exactly the same,but where did he get it from? It came from the chairman John Patterson at the press conference on the 14th December.I thought it was a very good answer,I couldn't improve on it,so I used it.

Lord Phillips :   When you were supplying those answers did you not also have a desire to help the MLC in a way that Mr Maclaine had requested?

Richard Kimberlin : If I did,it was purely incidentally.

[Pull the other one -LB]

Again I must insist that in drafting those answers I was doing it for SEAC.SEAC was now the client.

Jon Snow : Dr Kimberlin wasn't the only member of SEAC who Colin Maclaine approached, there was also the director of the CJD unit in Edinburgh,Professor Robert Will,the man charged with investigating whether mad cow disease was killing humans.

Lord Phillips :  In relation to the MLC,I think we've drawn your attention to an advertisement that appeared in 1995?

Robert Will : Yes.

Lord Phillips :  It's an advertisement headed "If you're in two minds about serving beef,a chance to digest the facts",then it has a format that sets out fiction and fact on a number of things.Then there's a quotation "I do not believe there is a significant risk from eating beef or beef products,neither has any of my colleagues at the CJD surveillance unit",and that is attributed to you as the director of the unit.

Robert Will : Yes.

Lord Phillips :  Mr Maclaine told the committee that he had cleared this quotation with you and that you fully accepted its inclusion.Can you recall that?

Robert Will : I recall the circumstances.The quotation came from an article I wrote for the Independent newspaper published on December the 5th.After publication Mr Maclaine....I have the name right?

Lord Phillips :  Colin Maclaine.

Robert Will :  Sent me a fax with a draft of this advertisement with my quote in it.I explained to him,he asked me to telephone him,that I was unhappy about the tone of many of the fact and fiction replies,and suggested that he should amend the advert in a major way.

Lord Phillips :   Thank you.

Kate Garraway : However Colin Maclaine wrote to the inquiry denying that Professor Will had made any such suggestions,and Professor Will wrote to insist that he had.

Jon Snow : Who's right Colin Maclaine or Dr Will?

Kate Garraway : Who knows? But either way the ads appeared in the national press in their original form,and the Advertising Standards Authority had not doubt about them.They found that over half the fact and fiction statements were either misleading,exaggerated or confusing.

Jon Snow :  It appears from the evidence given to the inquiry that the committees chaired by Southwood Tyrell and Patterson were all too open to government pressure,not to interpret science in a way that would spread alarm or harm the economy.But in March 1996 the whole PR edifice collapsed.

Kate Garraway : There were now 9 confirmed and 3 possible cases of CJD among young people,the average age of these victims was 27,all dead from a disease that had previously targeted the elderly.

[That does look quite dubious,and perhaps Southwood was right then to be concerned about age -LB]

SEAC met,and their minutes record:

Minutes : All were agreed that this new variant CJD is a distinct entity,we must take very seriously the possibility that the new risk factor is BSE.

Kate Garraway :  But even now they still hedge their bets.

[They're NOT hedging their bets idiot,this is not how science works,just because YOU think these are BSE cases does not mean they ARE BSE cases -LB]

Minutes : However it must be noted that the data do not allow this conclusion to be formed firmly.

Kate Garraway :   What the minutes do not record is any expression of regret for the victims.

[And why should they exactly? -LB]

But the members of SEAC we're concerned about the welfare of two small groups of people.The scientists and others handling BSE infected material and themselves.

Minutes :  Members of the committee expressed concern about possible public reaction to the announcement of this new variant of CJD,which might include some extremely hostile responses and could possibly lead to threats to members of the committee.The committee therefore asks that all current and previous members of the committee should be given advice on their personal security.

[I think that is an outrageous and ludicrous claim with absolutely nothing to back it up,why should they fear a retaliation?

Jon Snow : Through out the whole of the BSE saga as we've seen the government set out to manipulate science to serve it's own ends,and in the end what the government called science was used not as a guide to protect the public,but as shield to protect the government and its ministers.

Kate Garraway : This confidential document from 1996 shows the attitude of the politicians.The health secretary Stephen Dorrel is minuted as saying:

Stephen Dorrell : I feel strongly that the government cannot accept responsibility for compensation.

Kate Garraway :  And the reason he gave was :

Stephen Dorrell : The government had at all stages followed the advice of SEAC and its predecessors and implemented their recommendations.

[1. The government is in charge not scientists,and is therefore responsible for policy,and its consequences.
2. The advisors cannot be the scapegoats,especially if
3. The advisors were coerced into going along with something that they didn't think was the case.

Science suggested there was a problem and what to do to limit risk.The government chose to manipulate this and say "British beef is safe",then when it turned out that what they said wasn't true,they blame someone else,and pass the buck.Not good enough.That's a cop out -LB]

Jon Snow : But perhaps the most chilling aspect of the whole story is this ; BSE started because cows were fed the cooked remains of scrapie infected sheep.

[And who allowed that to happen? Your friendly neighbourhood farmer,and they say it was because the government relaxed regulations on feed,perhaps that was also at the behest of MLC who were "looking after their consumers safety". What a crock,it's as plain as the nose on your face who is responsible and it ain't scientists,even if individuals have been double agents -LB]

Back in 1979,Sir Richard Southwood had been a member of a Royal Commission,which warned against the dangers of recycling animals waste into animal feed.

[Scientists warned then not to do it and they took no notice.Take note that now,MRM which is essentially the same animal waste is going into YOUR food,if it happened to cows,why do you think it's happening to people? -LB]

The report said :

The major problem encountered in this recycling process is the risk of transmitting disease bearing pathogens in stock and thence to humans.

Kate Garraway : That warning from the Royal Commission was repeated in the Southwood report,which then went on to spell it out in more detail.

Richard Southwood : Such practices are often a feature of modern intensive agriculture,but inevitably as with BSE and bacterial pathogens in poultry,they open up new pathways for infection to the farmed animals and potentially from them to man.

Jon Snow : Early in the BSE crisis,MAFF were at least alert to this danger and in 1988 stopped cattle eating the infected feed,but a late draft of the Southwood report wanted to go further.It called for a complete ban on the feed for all animals to avoid the risk of spreading the disease to other animals,but the civil servants on his committee.Dr Hilary Pickles from the Department of Health and Alan Lawrence from MAFF,could smell trouble ahead.

Hilary Pickles : Alarm bells will already be ringing in MAFF.

Alan Lawrence : I can tell you what Hilary recalls my reaction was,she said " I went white".

Jon Snow : MAFF hadn't been worried about the economic consequences of banning the feed for cattle because most of it went not to cattle but to pigs and poultry.

[Question: If most of the feed containing sheep scrapie was going there how come it was cow that got BSE? Did anyone see any staggering pigs? Are cows similar to sheep in a way that pigs aren't? Wobbly chickens anywhere? -LB]

The thought that it could not be banned for all animals caused panic in Whitehall.

Kate Garraway : This memo from the most senior civil servant in MAFF Derek Andrews, warned that a ban would bring economic disaster.

Derek Andrews : Sales of the rendering industry are estimated to be about 100 million pounds a year.The rendering industry employs 1500 people.

[How does he figure that,farms are subsidised and we by foreign goods.Many like me,don't eat meat.Not having to chuck money at farmers we'd probably be better off.We could always eat the food mountains of Europe.Wow 1500 people oh that's a disaster alright,I wonder how many miners there were? No one was much bothered when their jobs were on the line -LB]

Jon Snow : Southwood's published report agreed that the feed could keep going to pigs and poultry provided that the specified bovine offals could be removed.MAFF believed that BSE could not cross the species boundary to pigs,but the following year a laboratory pig died of BSE after an injection of the disease.

[And injection is hardly crossing the species boundary,and how intense was the injection? Did it get 100 cows worth of it? We don't know -LB]

Despite this,it was more than another 5 years before the feed was banned for all animals.So how might this have affected all the millions who switched from beef to pigs and chickens as the safe option?
It's this,the latest research now suggests that pigs and poultry may also have carried the disease until 1996.

Kate Garraway : But don't worry because the new Food Standards Agency that the present government set up said there was and I quote "No evidence that BSE had entered the food chain from pigs and poultry".

Jon Snow : No evidence.Now there's a familiar phrase.And here's one final note for everyone who's wondering what cows are eating now,well the latest feed on the market contains genetically modified maize and Soya,but as the Prime Minister Tony Blair said about GM foods last year, "There is no scientific evidence that they are harmful".

[So what's your point? Are we suppose to presume them dangerous and wait till they are proven safe? Idiots - innocent until proven guilty,that's how our law works.Without ANY evidence you can't say and so you must presume innocence -LB]

A phrase which will by now have a very particular ring to it,for anyone who has just watched this programme.Goodnight.

[The public inversion of the burden of proof to the opposite of that used in a court of law maximises untruths and minimises safety.This is how they come to think aliens have been here when they haven't upon no evidence.No evidence - it didn't happen.Similarly with food no evidence it isn't there.You can't assume something IS the case and require disproof,that's backwards way about.It's quite scary someone like Jon Snow thinks one should invert the way we prove something.Perhaps we should assume Jon is guilty of misunderstanding science an convict him and require disproof of his guilt -LB]
My skit written 11/04/99 19:05
 It maybe that you think politicians are there to provide you with a simple pronouncement over food safety,as that is their remit and what they are paid to do.
So according to you Mr Gummer should say "Beef is safe" or "Beef is dangerous don't eat it" and then you can sit back and relax knowing whether to eat beef or not.
 Of course that massively oversimplifies the situation (Situation normal for a mystic).

It is impossible to test every piece of beef for prion infestation.Failing that,only a sub section of the whole of beef bits and pieces are tested.Just by simple fractions,this is a fraction(or percentage) of the whole lot.
If 1% is the fraction tested and found to contain the prion,then this is used as a conservative estimate as too how much the whole amount of beef may be infested.
In other words in lieu of guessing and not testing ANY beef,SOME beef is tested,it being the only REASONABLE thing that can be done.Of course the whole set of beef parts not tested,could vary from this 1% by quite a margin,and so it is used to estimate the CHANCE not the ACTUALITY of there being a prion in the whole group of beef parts.

Having done this estimate the scientists explains to the politician that although the risk is comparatively low ( If 60 million people were the potential number of beef parts) it could still mean that 600,000 people could be infested,and this is only a conservative estimate.The scientist then explains that even if the risk were lower and only 6 people stood a CHANCE of being infested,that a prion disease is particularly nasty,and that it might gain detrimental news attention to the government if even one person had it and the disease which "couldn't cross the species barrier" actually did so and a human died because of the governments lack of attention to the warnings given by the advisory scientist.

The politician,like you,would prefer a "Yes" or "No" answer,and does not like to deal with risk and uncertainty,it being inconclusive.The politician knows that he is supposed to serve the public by pronouncing beef "safe" or "dangerous".So he figures well the smart guys in white coats with the TEFAL brainpans who know about these things have said that we should err on the side of caution and say "We have grave concerns about the safety of beef,it would be better if you kept it off the menu until we figure out just what sort of a danger is posed".

Good says the politician now I know what to tell the public.Not so fast.Along comes the guy from the meat marketing board and a group of angry farmers."What are you going to say on TV about the safety of meat?" they demand."That it is unsafe",says the politician,that is how our advisory scientists have advised us.

"But our jobs and industry and place in the market with foreign competition will be harmed, people will buy foreign meat,the economy will be upset and all our shareholders who voted for you,incidentally will be mightily upset,and you won't receive any of those special gratuity payments in brown envelopes any more either"

"Oh" says the politician,"then what should I tell the public about the safety of meat?"

"Isn't it obvious,British beef is the safest meat you can buy.We have the most scrupulously clean working conditions,your 2 health inspectors that come round every 5 years say so.The cows are killed humanely by low foreheaded missing link type people who have no social conscience and would have joined the army to be a jar-head if only they had the IQ of a gnat,they are the best low wages can buy.
 Our cows are fed on nutritious bits of chickens manufactured by my brother who also gives you a brown envelope.Due to your policy of what is allowed in cattle feed,we can put anything we like including chicken offal into the foodstuff we feed to vegetarian cows.Makes economical sense doesn't it?"

"Yes of course" says the politician " I see what you mean.BSE is not THAT dangerous is it?"

And so he goes on TV and stuffs a burger down a kids throat,as a emotion inducing publicity stunt.Meanwhile,Ubermansch spots the double dealing and notices that the public are being put in danger after all the effort that was put in trying to determine if beef was in fact safe to eat.Erring on the side of public safety and caution,the scientist goes public and says "I dispute what the politicians are saying there is some risk to people by eating BSE,and it should not be underestimated.Removing the spleen and offal will help to reduce the risk.If politicians are to allow beef to continue to be sold against our advisement,then at least make it as safe as it can be given that it will be consumed"

Thus there are now mutually contradictory views in the public domain.Who should the public BELIEVE?
When the scientists quotes his figures to show why he is concerned.People either misunderstand,don't listen or say that he is just another viewpoint and others say that beef is safe.If you know what a prion disease is and how risk is calculated and what it means,then you are not at the behest of liars and cheats and those with vested interests.You are taking responsibility for your own life,as someone who is an individualist should.
 If some responsibility is supposed to be shouldered by politicians to check these things out for you,and you don't think they are doing their job,by taking on that part of your responsibility, then chastise them.The scientist generally speaking is protecting your interests.

Of course the chicken pellet cow food agro-chemical business probably has food scientists on their books,and it could rightly be claimed that they are part of the problem.But they don't create policy of what cheap goods to put in to make the most money.That decision is taken by the management of the business and the financial accountants.So why are the scientists the evil ones?
If they are to blame at all,they are only partly to blame.The politicians should stick to what is ethical and not what is expedient or what keeps them in power (the latter usually dictates what all their decisions will be).Farmers and Corporate Directors shouldn't be so greedy, sly, underhanded and unethical,and consumers should be wiser,more informed and be prepared to assess what risks face them in a responsible way for their own safety if nothing else.
But hey! It's not an ideal world,and there are gits in it,who lie,cheat,steal,subjugate, malign,misuse and pull wool over people's eyes (Well they would if it was Anthrax and not BSE!).This is why Rousseau's ideas fail,they don't take account of just how much a human being can succumb to their carnal and base appetites.
So who is the idiot,those who supply the information,or those who can't or won't understand what could help them make an informed choice? (You still have "phone a friend" and "ask the audience!!)
[see also bse.html,tnbg1.html and front12.rtf @front.html all at nbci]

It's interesting isn't it that I essentially knew what was happening BEFORE this programme was broadcast,perhaps I'm psychic,or maybe I'm just informed -LB.

